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- Load buffering example: **Allowed** under TSO, without atomics

  Initially: \(x=y=0\)
  Thread 1: \(\text{atomic}\{x:=1; \text{read } y\}\)
  Thread 2: \(\text{atomic}\{y:=1; \text{read } x\}\)
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Some goals

- Nested transactions
- Weak isolation (Example under TSO)
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- Abort models (Example under TSO)
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- Non-Opaques: Comparison with VWC and TMS1
- Automaton to check violations of Global Happens Before
  Used to prove $\text{li/f}_t \Rightarrow \text{total order on transactions}$ (for GHB)
- Formalized in *Memalloy* [Wickerson, et al 2017]
  - TSO, Power and ARMv8 using non-opaque aborts
  - Compared to HW transactions ($\leq 5$ events)
  - HW hides aborted from different aborted
  - Otherwise, our model strictly more expressive
    - HW enforces coherence with aborted
    - HW places fences before/after each transaction
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Inspiration

- What do High-Level Memory Models Mean for Transactions? Grossman, Manson and Pugh, 2006
- Transactions As the Foundation of a Memory Consistency Model Dalessandro, Scott and Spear, 2010
- A Shared Memory Poetics Alglave, 2010
- Herding Cats: Modeling, Simulation, Testing, and Data Mining … Alglave, Maranget and Tautschnig, 2014
- Automatically comparing memory consistency models, Wickerson, Batty, Sorensen and Constantinides, 2017
- The Semantics of Transactions … in x86, Power, ARMv8, and C++ Chong, Sorensen and Wickerson, 2017
- Our contribution: High-level view of low-level model